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Dr. Dan Juster, TJCII International Leadership
Council (ILC) Member, has been a leader in the
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Director of Tikkun International and is the author of
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“TJCII is an initiative where we call upon all church denominations, apostolic
streams and congregations to officially declare their alignment with the
resurrected Messianic Jewish movement, first in Israel but also in the Diaspora.
This is part of preparing the Church for unity with Israel and Messianic Judaism
for the events of the last days and the return of Yeshua.” – Dan Juster

In this article, Dr. Dan Juster, member of the TJCII International Leadership
Council (ILC) reports on the much-anticipated TJCII Asia trip where he returns
to a growing number of TJCII participants and ministers to many who are new
to TJCII.

On Tuesday April 27, I returned home in the wee hours of the morning from a
wonderful and grueling trip to Asia. I seek to be very judicious in choosing such
travel, yet I understand my responsibility, both to represent our ministries
(Revive Israel/Tikkun) and Toward Jerusalem Council II. This is part of
preparing the Church for unity with Israel and Messianic Judaism for the events
of the last days and the return of Yeshua.

Korea TJCII Conference leaders
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This marathon Asian trip was planned through much prayer and deliberation
with leaders from various countries. Of all the Asian countries that were being
considered, Korea was the easiest choice. We have long-term relationships
there, and have been working with a Toward Jerusalem Council II coordinator –
Jeong Jacob Lee. He put together a very fruitful schedule with a broad variety
of leaders, in addition to some very significant meetings. This included
meetings with the leaders of two strong apostolic networks, preaching for
services at Cross Church (Korea House of Prayer, a youthful church of nearly
1,000 people), Rev. Jin Sup Kim, the Vice President of Presbyterian Baekseok
University, a significant time of teaching for the Che Ahn’s HIM network in
Korea (whose base is in California), and a Messianic Jewish Conference
combining the Korea Israel Ministries Network and Toward Jerusalem Council
II.

The Church sponsor for this was a vibrant charismatic Presbyterian Church
deeply committed to Israel. This is unusual since most Presbyterians in Korea
embrace * Replacement Theology. The reception was outstanding in every
meeting. We did encounter some incorrect teaching by some who claimed to
represent Messianic Judaism, however, I found that, upon hearing a balanced
biblical message of the restoration of Israel and the Church, confidence was
restored in God’s end-time purposes for Israel, Messianic Judaism and world
redemption. We took advantage of long meal times for conversation on these
issues.

Dan Juster speaking at The Cross Church (Korea House of Prayer)

Singapore
 

After Korea, the next stop was Singapore. Our host there was George
Annadorai, an apostolic leader who has given twenty years of great effort to
build support for Israel. However, George did not have clarity about partnering
with Messianic Judaism. Thankfully, he was willing to sponsor a leaders’
meeting and, through this, many voiced commitment to the TJCII Declarations
and desired to partner with our ministries. There is an open door to return.
There were two public meetings that went well. In these teachings, in Korea,
Singapore and Taiwan, I gave a message on The Identity of the Church –
people from all nations who have been joined to Israel and its destiny for the
sake of world redemption. I also spoke on the last
days.

The Tabernacle of David in Taipei, Taiwan

Taiwan
 

The Taiwan meetings, however, were the highlight and went far beyond all my
expectations. Indeed, to my surprise, when I met my transportation at the
airport we went straight out to dinner with a group of leaders including the
leading apostolic father in the Taiwanese Church. He is deeply respected by the
leaders of the Mainland China house group movement. I decided to tell them
my life story and how I came to my convictions about the last-days Church and
its restoration. This included its role in the salvation of Israel. I was scheduled
to teach for two days – seven full hours on the main Christian Television station.
It was like giving a mini-seminar!

At night there were important gatherings. One was with The Tabernacle of
David Ministry and congregation. Their reception of the message was amazing.
All wanted to sign the TJCII 7 Affirmations. The leaders said that they wanted
explicitly to be in covenant with us. The favor of God on this time was
astonishing!

However, the best was yet to happen and, as I learned later, had come together
at the last minute just before I left Israel. I preached at three services in the
Church in Taichung, overseen by the apostle Chou. This was not his church,
which is in Taipai, but is a large vibrant church, with much evangelism, healing
ministries, a theological school and more. Seeing the positive response of the
leader and his people was very gratifying. However, that evening was the
gathering of all the leaders of the network in Taiwan and its intercessors. They
were having a three-day conference for prayer and intercession. I was chosen
as a speaker, which was established only a few days before the meeting.
Tables were set up where the Apostolic Father and all the leaders signed
beautifully designed copies of the TJCII 7 Affirmations. Their response to the
teaching was most powerful.
 

The signed Seven Affirmations written in Taiwanese Mandarin

The great question now is how to cultivate all these relationships for the future,
with open invitations to return from almost all. Thankfully, I am part of a team
here in Jerusalem, as well as TJCII intercessors worldwide, that can help to
carry this in prayer and action. May God be glorified in all that is done through
TJCII Asia.

*Editor’s Note: Replacement theology (also known as supersessionism)
states that the church has replaced Israel in God’s plan. Adherents of
Replacement Theology believe the Jews are no longer God’s chosen people,
and God does not have specific future plans for the nation of Israel.

Check it Out!
To sign the TJCII Seven Affirmations click the link below.

Scroll down and select the link: “Click here to sign the Seven
Affirmations”

A Jerusalem-Based Perspective on the
TJCII Vision

By Reverend Canon Brian Cox
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Some years ago, there was a profound paradigm shift in the understanding of
the meaning and significance of the TJCII vision God had originally given to
Rabbi Marty Waldman.  TJCII, as a “moving tabernacle,” had arrived in
Jerusalem.  Jerusalem was no longer the goal of TJCII, but had become the
center of its life and mission.  From the City of the Great King, we are called to
foster and fulfill the legacy of the City of the Great King, with God’s plan of
reconciliation according to the prayer of Jesus in John 17. 

Paradigm shifts often provide profound insight and revelation into an original
vision given by God.  Such, I believe, is the case with the TJCII vision. I believe
the deeper insight of a TJCII that is based in Jerusalem is the realignment of
the nations so as to be in right relationship with Israel as Paul envisioned in
Romans 9-11.  This is the vision of the olive tree!  The Messianic Jewish body
and the Gentile church are representative of Israel and the nations. God’s plan
of reconciliation between Israel and the nations begins like a mustard seed
between the Messianic Jewish body and the Gentile churches.  
 
TJCII is no longer "toward Jerusalem"– now Jerusalem is at the

center of TJCII – its life and mission.

What are the implications of this insight?  First, the TJCII vision is greater than
simply reconciliation between the Messianic Jewish body and the Gentile
churches as merely institutions.  The Messianic Jews are representative of
Israel – its social, political and economic life.  The Gentile churches are
representative of the nations – their social, political and economic life.  A truly
Kingdom work will spread beyond the institutional religious framework and
impact the larger society.  The gospel not only has spiritual implications, but
also social, political, economic and diplomatic ramifications as well.

Second, the TJCII vision is an expression of the Isaiah 19:23-25 vision that
pictures a highway from Assyria to Egypt with Israel as the third part.  This is a
vision of a new architecture of relationships between Israel and the nations not
based on national interest, but on reconciled relationships.  Just as Israel came
back to life in 1948 after almost 2000 years, so we are witnessing Assyria
coming back to life after 2600 years.  In essence, the TJCII vision has a larger
context of the fulfillment of biblical prophecy in our day.  The fulfillment of Isaiah
19 is now literally possible and TJCII is an expression of the proper biblical
basis for fulfilling this process – bringing the nations into proper alignment with
Israel.

Third, right relationship with Israel is based on the original Abrahamic vision in
Genesis 12:3.  God says to Abraham, “He who blesses you, I will bless and he
who curses you, I will curse.”  In other words, to be in right relationship with
Israel is to be in a posture of blessing rather than cursing.  For centuries,
Christendom and the Islamic world have been in a posture of cursing Israel in
the form of replacement theology or supersessionism.  This teaching that the
Church has replaced Israel was followed centuries later with the rise of Islam,
coupled by the teaching that it had replaced both Israel and the Church.
Theologies have a way of finding their way into social, political and diplomatic
policies of nations.  In Christendom, replacement theology eventually took the
form of the European Holocaust.  In the Islamic world, it continues to take the
form of hatred and hostility toward the State of Israel.

In 2012 Benjamin Berger, Eyal Friedman, Elizabeth Kamau and I conducted a
TJCII mission to Kenya, Uganda and Ghana.  During a meeting at the
Evangelical Alliance in Nairobi, a Pentecostal Bishop described a vision he had
seven years earlier when he took a group of intercessors to pray at the top of a
mountain near Nairobi.  While there, God gave him a picture of the nation of
Kenya coming to the top of that mountain, followed by all the nations of Africa
and the Jews from Israel.  In that picture, the bishop witnessed the nations of
Africa being reconciled with Israel. He understood that this would release God’s
blessing on the entire continent of Africa.

TJCII is no longer “toward Jerusalem” – now Jerusalem is at the center of TJCII
– its life and mission.  This reality has a way of providing deeper insight into the
original vision.  TJCII is not simply a vision of reconciliation between religious
institutions.  It is the Isaiah 19 vision –   based not on national interest, but on
reconciled relationships – truly a new architecture of relationship between Israel
and the nations of the world.

NOW Generation Europe: Active and
with Purpose

By Sister Mary Paul Friemel

Sr. Mary Paul is a TJCII intercessor and member of
TJCII NOW Generation Europe Core Team.

In the early years of establishing a group of younger TJCII participants, it was
discerned that the “next generation” of TJCII should NOT be called the “next”
generation, but the “NOW” Generation!  There were several years of struggle
that followed as we determined our exact identity within TJCII. We asked how
we might fit into the current structures and still be able to flow within our own
stream. A few years ago, we understood the Lord to be speaking to us and
showing us the priority of working within the existing National Teams, and this
has proven to be a key. This has, indeed, allowed us to actually become and
realize what it means to be called NOW – the TJCII NOW Generation! 

Within the first few months of this year, we have had two meetings  –  the first
was in Krakow, Poland, where we took part in a Messianic Conference,
followed by a two-day NOW Generation meeting. The program was intense, but
simple – worship, sharing, and prayer. It was very encouraging to hear how the
NOW Generation members are certainly being faithful to that Word from the
Lord to make his/her own Nation the priority. And now as we are nearing the
end of Spring 2017, we are already able to see fruit from that Krakow meeting.
Two groups have begun to form, one in Budapest, Hungary, and another in
Vienna, Austria.  We are asking people to pray for both groups that they will not
lose any momentum in the Spirit!

Our second meeting was the first weekend of March 2017, in Germany with
Ludwig and Cecily Benecke, who are part of the German National Team. This
meeting was specifically for the Core Team, a small group made up of
participants from NOW Generation groups across Europe and Israel, that helps
to lead and maintain momentum. We looked back at what has taken place
within the last year, and then looked forward to what the Holy Spirit would ask
from us in the year to come.  We had a wonderful weekend of deepening
fellowship, prayer, and of course, the inevitable “business” of what we are about
in TJCII.  We truly were amazed at the leading of the Holy Spirit and we all
came away saying, “God is faithful, He is so faithful!” 

Aside from the work within the National Teams, the members of the Core Team
have agreed to support each other in the form of three different projects: 

Journey to Romania – the main project for the year 2017 will be a Prayer
Journey to Romania, where we hope to learn more about the Orthodox
Church and make contact with young people there.  
Making plans to strengthen our relationship with the Messianic
Congregation in Kiev (KEMO) – perhaps with a short weekend visit.
Support the efforts of TJCII in Budapest – this was very much in our
hearts to understand how the Holy Spirit might lead us. 

Many of us will also be taking part in the Wittenberg 2017 event at the
beginning of November 2017, to commemorate the 500th Anniversary of the
Protestant Reformation.  Ludwig and Cecily are key participants in the planning
of this event.  The Committee of Wittenberg 2017 has intentionally considered
and given place to the Messianic Jewish believers in the planning of this event.
 

A common “complaint” among the NOW Generation members is that they are
too busy. . .but the good news for TJCII is that most of us are very busy about
TJCII-related things!  Yes, we are truly involved NOW –  actively and with
purpose.  We are dedicated to pray for one another as together we serve the
TJCII Vision of reconciliation, honor, and unity.
 

Members of TJCII NOW Generation Europe

Check out TJCII on Facebook in English
and Spanish!

Also, visit www.tjcii.org for past issues of the
Communique; PDF files of TJCII booklets; video

downloads of TJCII teachings; and the latest
Yeshiva course Understanding the History of
Jews and Gentiles in their Messiah by Arlene

Stucki.
You may access it through the menu at the top of

the Home Page under Resources/TJCII
Literature - or - scroll down the Home Page to

TJCII Literature

TJCII Ireland: Friends of Israel

By Donna Ballard

Donna Ballard is the TJCII Director of Outreach

The country of Ireland is beloved around the world. Recently, it was reported by
Facebook that Ireland was in the top three countries searched.  Sweeping
landscapes of rich green speckled with white from happy sheep, the genuine
warmth of the Irish people, and the best food comes to mind when thinking of
Ireland. But, TJCII Ireland knows something that makes it special to the heart of
God – the many Irish souls who love Israel and support the Messianic Jewish
Community. A dedicated core team is led by Paddy Monaghan. Here are a few
of the events held within the last year.

Benjamin Berger and the TJCII Ireland team

 

“Church Unity God’s Way: the One New Man,” Conference in February
2016 – TJCII International Leadership Council (ILC) member and Messianic
Jewish congregational leader in Jerusalem, Benjamin Berger was the speaker.
Benjamin spoke in Dublin at a Catholic Parish Hall (a recording is available
through the TJCII International office), at St. Mark's Pentecostal Church, and a
seminar at All Nations Church. In Newry, Benjamin spoke at a Pentecostal
Church and led a weekend Residential conference which was opened by
Catholic Bishop John McAreavy and Anglican Bishop Harold Miller. Many felt
the conference a success and crucial to upcoming events.

David Turner, Andrew White, and Paddy Monaghan

 

Canon Andrew White, the Vicar of Baghdad November/December 2016 –
Known for his leadership in Iraq, Canon Andrew reopened St George’s church
after the invasion of Iraq and built up the congregation to 6,500. 1,700 of his
parishioners have been killed, many refusing to convert to Islam. Canon
Andrew has written 9 books, including “Faith under fire”, and the “Vicar of
Bagdad.”

Over 450 people attended the Full Gospel Businessmen’s National Convention
representing Catholic, Church of Ireland, Dun Laoghaire Evangelical,
Pentecostal and Messianic Jewish congregations. Canon White addressed the
Ireland Foreign Affairs Committee which agreed to request that the
Ambassadors to China, Pakistan, India, Iran and Egypt appear before the
committee next May/June to discuss why Christians are persecuted in their
countries. 

Full Gospel Business Men, National Conference

Matthew Rudolph and his family

 

God’s Vision for the Church Today – One New Man: Jew & Gentile one in
Christ with Matthew Rudolph, March 2017– Matthew is the Messianic Jewish
Director of Gateways Beyond, Cyprus. The goal of Gateways Beyond is to
raise up an army of young Messianic believers to be a light to the nations.

The conference was held at the YWAM Centre in Rostrevor. The TJCII core
team felt that Matthew’s visit was significant including the fact that he is first of
the second generation of Messianic Jews to speak in Ireland. Plans are being
made for his return in October 2017.

Solemn memorial, lighting of Holocaust candles

 

March of Life, Ireland May, 2017 - Remembering the Yom HaShoah – TJCII
joined with The March of Life commemorating the Holocaust Remembrance
Day bringing together Christians and Jews from North and South Ireland. A
specially booked coach traveled from Dublin to Belfast allowing participants to
take a stand against anti-Semitism. Crowds gathered at the Jaffe Fountain,
Victoria Square before walking to the City Hall, with flags of nations on display
to show their international backing.

The names of 12 Holocaust survivors, who found sanctuary in Ireland, were
read out – only five are still living. A granddaughter of a man responsible for
murdering Jews during WWII, shared how she only recently discovered the
truth of her family’s involvement in the Holocaust.  She expressed great sorry
and committed herself to stand against anti-Semitism today. People were
deeply moved.

Peter Weir, MLA and former Education Minister said: “It was my honor to take
part in this event and stand with others in remembering those who were
murdered during the Shoah (Holocaust).” He announced a program for the
project for Northern Ireland’s schools and colleges,  “Lessons from Auschwitz.” 

The Chief Rabbi of Northern Ireland, David Singer, said: “Momentum is
gathering to remember those six million who perished in the Holocaust. The
March for Life is the best response possible to advertise this sentiment.”

TJCII Ireland’s Catholic and Protestant participants are united in their
endeavors. They are involved in promoting literature that furthers the vision of
TJCII including a pamphlet entitled “Evangelical Catholics.” It describes a
significant movement within the Catholic Church that supports the Jewish
people and unity among the Body of Christ. “ . . .that they may be completely
one, and the world thus realize that you sent me, and that you have loved them
just as you have loved me.” John 17:23 (CJB)

March of Life, Ireland, 2017

A Shared Bible?

By Rabbi Dr. Mark Kinzer
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Own Mystery: Nostra Aetate, the Jewish People, and
the Identity of the Church. (2015)

To emphasize unity, many Jews and Christians assert that they share a
common Bible. Some, emphasizing distinction instead, respond that their
shared Bibles are not really identical. While all the books that appear in the
Jewish Bible are also found in the Christian Bible, they appear in a different
order in the two versions. The distinct ordering of books establishes distinct
understandings of their meaning.

In the Jewish Bible, the first five books constitute a unit known as the Torah.
These books contain the core narrative of Israel’s election and covenant, and
present the commandments that give substance to Israel’s covenantal way of
life. Though the historical books that follow (Joshua, Judges, Samuel, Kings)
continue the narrative of the Torah, they are not part of the Torah but instead
begin a second unit, the Prophets. By connecting these historical books to the
Prophets, the Jewish Bible makes clear that the message of the Prophets
arises in the context of Israel’s national life and anticipates the ultimate
consummation of that national life in the Messianic age. 

The final unit of the Jewish Bible (the Writings) concludes with Chronicles – a
book whose final chapter depicts Israel in Babylonian exile receiving hope
through the decree of Cyrus. By ending in this manner, the Jewish Bible
suggests that its message will only be realized when Israel is restored to its
land and its sanctuary. 
 

One two-fold story for
one two-fold people

 

In the Christian Bible, the first five books are part of a larger unit of historical
writings. Here the Torah has no distinct identity but is merely the beginning of
the history of Israel. That history is followed immediately not by the Prophets,
but by a collection of diverse poetic books (Psalms, Job, etc.). The Prophets
then appear in the final and climactic position. The separation of the historical
books from the Prophets suggests that, though the history of Israel provides
necessary background to the books of the Prophets, the message of the
Prophets transcends Israel’s national life. 

The Christian Old Testament concludes with the prophet Malachi, whose final
chapter contains prophecies that are connected in the Gospels with the figure
of John the Baptist. Thus, the arrangement of the Christian Bible suggests that
its Old Testament is fulfilled in the coming of Jesus, the Messiah of Israel who
brings life to all nations. 

In this way, the Jewish and Christian Bibles tell different stories. Or do they? To
the eyes of a Messianic Jew, it appears rather that they tell one story from two
different angles. Yeshua is not only the one who brings life to the nations, but
also, he who restores the kingdom to Israel. The Christian Bible tells the story
from the perspective of the nations. The Jewish Bible tells the story from the
perspective of Israel. Each can rejoice in what it hears – but each should also
learn from the other. 

Our shared Bible thus corresponds to our true communal reality: one two-fold
story for one two-fold people.    

The Vision of TJCII
● Uniting Jews and Gentiles for the Return of Yeshua: John 17

Working toward reconciliation between Christian and Messianic
Jewish communities.

● Working toward the Second Jerusalem Council: Acts 15
The Jewish apostles of Yeshua did not require Gentiles to become
Jews. A second Jerusalem Council would see the Gentile church
welcome Jewish believers in Yeshua complete with their Jewish

identity and practice.
● Encouraging Unity that Leads to Restoration: Romans 11

The work of TJCII is foundational for both Christian and Messianic
Jewish ministries.

● Preparing the Way for Yeshua’s Return: Zechariah 8
Restoring Jewish believers to their rightful place in the Body of

Messiah prepares the way for Yeshua’s return.
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